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About This Game
Spotter is the exciting game where you explore around a mysterious room searching for hidden objects. Find a series of
randomly selected items while you work against the clock. Experience thrills and chills as you peek in the dark while avoiding
some spooky appearances. In this treasure hunt-themed game, find out how to illuminate the room, and use the flare gun to help
you discover the most challenging objects. Plan to complete your adventure before time runs out, and compare your score on
baKno’s Top Players list.
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Title: Spotter
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: XP
Processor: Single core processor
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: 2004 GPU
Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Finally a great Larry Adventure. It's funny and it's hot... You know what i mean ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). The first Zuma marked my gaming
carreer. A fantastic game overall.. the price u can buy so many games, if you have tutorial this apps will be worth money. First
of all all the tools inside the apps is amazing but how can u expect a new guy who just purchase it to know all kind of staff you
should have a tutorial for this apps. Refunded if they come up with tutorial i will buy is again. More Recent Update****
Can't play this game any more because I don't have the budget for controllers. It's fun, but the random falls drive me insane. The
bulldozer AI are annoying as well. Nothing like getting plowed on the holeshot and then falling/getting plowed down 14 times in
a race that you just won by 11+ seconds in the first moto.

***Update***
After playing for awhile, the game isn't as bad as I originally thought. The jumps do seem to be bigger and harder to clear (at
least on 250 four strokes, haven't tried 450 yet). It seems the handling could be improved because there isn't a clear area where
you might crash. It feels like once you hit that value, you crash not matter what you try. The whips and scrubs are atrocious. The
AI is harder as is the whole game. In MXGP 3, I could give a 30 second lead and win a 5 lap race with a decent lead. I don't see
that happening in this game for awhile. I'll leave the recommendation as a no, but only because there's not enough new stuff to
merit paying the current price. And Matterly Basin is missing...I thought that would be included since it was the Des Nations
track last year.
**Original Review Below**

My frustration level has gone through the roof with this game. I was able to get the stuttering to end by turning off anti-aliasing
and v-sync...and lowering my settings. This despite an i7 and 8GB 1070...not a huge deal though, but annoying.
The gameplay is frustrating. I don't like to play with rewind, but I feel I have to in this game to at least have a fair advantage.
The AI love to bank off of you in turns. It's also frustrating to nearly rear-end an oppenent in several turns, finally pass them,
and then get pushed way wide while a line of AI riders pass you. And then that 250 that's getting pulled in the straights
magically has 100hp and just does burn outs and whips you sideways in a turn for no reason. I tested the AI BS factor and found
that when I went to push one off the side of a jump, it magically hit a benner, flew back into me and I ended up booted off the
track while it kept on its merry way.
The bike physics seem to be a step in the wrong direction. There's no traction on certain tracks with the bike. The throttle
sensitivy seems to be like a lot of car racers; too high for a controller. The same rings true with brakes and you can only adjust
by "modular" or "aggressive". Whips feel heavy and do not have a good flow. Scrubs do seem to help a little more, but the 3rd
person animation is terrible. These aren't a big deal, but don't tout them if you haven't fixed them. And while I do appreciate
that you can't overjump and case the crap out of things without penalty, I do feel there are certain moments that someone would
not wreck in real-life. Slowed down and maybe a sore back, sure, but not a huge wipe-out. And I'm critical because Milestone
kept going on about realism in their marketing.
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I feel like I've purchased MX vs ATV All Out for a second time this year; high hopes, big disappointment.. While It is cheap.
Controlls are horrible. You slide along a rail that feels awkward.
And you also get shot through cover.. Crazy Plant Shop is a short but well-made game. It's was also very educational. I wish I
had this game back in high school since this is a medium of learning that I would've been able to get into.
It takes about 1-2 playthroughs to complete over the span of ~2 hours. The achievements are simple and easy to get provided
you familiarize yourself with the game's 'tutorial' during the first day.
I really liked this game. It reminds me of Recettear except you actually learn something. 4\/5
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A boss run game, as it is advertised, with no actual bosses. It's more like a permadeath horror twin-stick shooter than it is a boss
run game but that's what it advertised itself as with no mentions of its horror like nature. Though it is in early access it is quite
buggy as well and elevation such as an enemy on stairs are invincible to fire since you can only hit things on your level.
Only the first level is currently playable it seems. Also no tutorials and the difficulties are extrememly unclear as to which is
meant to be easier and harder to what. the 3 difficulties being 'triggering' 'normal' and 'triggered'
https:\/\/youtu.be\/PLyEs2BGrLo. sidestrafing simulator 2016 : 6/10
if the developer would spend some more time, he could do a great shoot em up like airtrike 3d. A zombie wave shooter that is as
simple as it gets. The price is right.
It has a few redeeming features - weapon unlocks and multiplayer. For the price, that's enough to make this a solid game if that's
what you're after.
For epileptics - muzzle flashes aren't bright and are unlikely to be an issue here.. For $3.99 this is a good little game. It is a city
building slash tower defence slash clicker style game. Your objective is to continually build up your city so that it earns you
more coins to spend on more city buildings, wall defences, Archer and Priest powers and Hero stats. You can also spend them
on various other unlockables too. HINT! Don't press Level Up until your hero is comfortably killing everything on the level
you're on and maintaining max HP. If you level up too fast, your hero will die and you will be the only defence for your town
which requires active clicking. So the best way is to buy buildings, raise coins, level up your hero stats, and when his HP Regen
is comfortably keeping his HP at MAX, then level up and continue that system as you go along. Of course, at some point you
will need to reset to continue with higher stats like most typical clicker hero games.
The game doesn't have a good tutorial, in fact, it has no tutorial aside from three things it tells you to do at the beginning and
then it leaves you to figure the rest out. Dark Souls much? I mean common devs, a bit of a tutorial would have helped. You only
get one hero so far from what I've gathered and he is pretty much you line of defence. Raise his level well and you'll do fine.
Overall it's a good game and worth the price. You probably won't spend too much time on it, it is a clicker based game with a lot
of grinding and some activeness on the players behalf but it is worth trying out.. Really enjoying this game so far, a pleasant
surprise. Seems to be a nice alternative to Football Manager and less resource hungry too.. Way shorter then the first, but
answered a few questions. No side quests either. Improvement in graphics though.
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